
Google+ Hangouts are an exciting new video chat platform that can help you!
connect with your prospects faster, better and easier. By just turning on the!
camera and engaging, you’ve already reached a level of success that many of!
your competitors wont. But if you want to take your Hangouts to the next level,!
follow these simple steps for optimization:!!
1. Get eye-to-eye. Talking down to your camera equals talking down to your!
audience. And if your camera is too low, it will make your face look wider. Placing!
your camera at eye-level will make your audience more comfortable and give you!
a more flattering appearance.!!
2. Don't cut the cord. Live video requires a lot of bandwidth, so do not rely on a!
WIFI connection unless there is absolutely no other option. Instead, connect to!
high speed Internet with an Ethernet cable that connects your computer directly!
to your router.!!
3. Reboot and keep other applications closed. Video chat software requires a!
lot of your computer system's resources. Be sure and give your computer some!
relief by rebooting it before the Hangout. And during the Hangout, keep!
unnecessary applications closed.!!
4. Use an external webcam. Because webcams built into computers have to!
access the computer’s video card, they require more resources. External!
webcams, such as the Logitech C920 ($75 retail) do not, and they provide high 
definition!
resolution video, and are superior to your computer’s camera.!!
5. Turn the lights up! Many people avoid video because they don't like how they!
look on camera. But in reality, they don't have an “ugly” problem, they have a!
lighting problem! When “Hanging Out”, be sure to put light(s) in front of you to fill in!
the shadows in your face and neck, and brighten your appearance.!!
6. Turn the lights down! Always try to avoid overhead and fluorescent lights.!
Overhead lighting creates dark shadows under our eyes and makes us look!
older, and fluorescent lighting gives our skin tone an unusual yellow tone. Also,!
avoid bright lights and open windows behind you, as it will play tricks on your!
camera’s aperture, causing you to appear darker.!!
7. Light it right! If you're going to do a lot of video, consider investing in!
professional photography light kit to ensure that you will always look your best. If you're 
on a budget, buy two clamp lights at a hardware store, add 40 watt!
"daylight fluorescent " light bulbs (they provide natural looking light and burn!
cool), and cover them with white plastic bags from your grocery store. The bags!
will act as diffusers. Then, position them behind both sides of your camera,!
experimenting with the angles and distance, until you look your best.!!



8. Mic it. In our homes and offices, we tend not to hear constant humming of!
background noises caused by heaters, air conditioners, fans and refrigerators,!
but they can be heard loud and clear on Hangouts because built-in microphones!
tend to pick-up everything. By wearing a headset mic, or using a directional USB!
mic, you’ll eliminate background noise and you’ll sound great.!!
9. Use ear buds. Hangout technology does a pretty good job of eliminating!
feedback that can occur when speaker and microphones share the same space.!
To ensure that feedback is eliminated, wear ear buds (or a headset) during the!
Hangout, or at least have them handy, if needed.!!
10. Frame yourself. A common mistake people make on video chat is!
positioning their head right in the middle of the video frame. This causes them to!
look diminutive. Instead, you'll want to fill up the screen by positioning your head!
so your eyes are at the 2/3rd mark. That means if you divide the frame into thirds!
horizontally, your eyes should be at the link between the middle and top thirds.!!
11. Make eye contact . When speaking via video chat, be sure and look at your!
webcam and not the video player on your screen. This way, you’ll always make!
eye contact with your audience.!!
12. Do test Hangouts with interview subjects. When planning Hangouts with!
guest experts, do a test with your interview subjects who are new to Hangouts.!
Show them how to use the primary apps like chat, screenshare and lower-third,!
and share this checklist with them.!!
13. Jump on early! Google Hangout technology can be buggy, so invite your!
guests to join you inside at least 30-minutes early to work out any technical!
issues. We call this the “green room”. Then, at the promoted event time, you can!
activate the “On Air” button inside the Hangout to make it a live broadcast.!!
14. Optimize your lower-third. When using the lower-third app, you’ll want to!
make it readable and memorable. To do so, leave off the http and www, and!
capitalize the first letter of each word. !!
15. Customize your lower-third. Create custom lower-third with your specific!
color and logos with the tool at http://HangoutMagix.com/.!!!!!!!!!



The SYSTEM!
To learn more about how you can get the solution right for your business, take 
advantage of the Content Explorer with 10,000 articles for SEO, your Blog, 
Facebook, the 10 minute Newsletter, complete YouTube Channel Training, Video 
Training, Google+ Training, Google+ Hangout on Air Training, and to ramp up 
your first impression, plus get all images you need for Pinterest, and drive people 
to where you want them to go and convert more people into patients, visit us at:!!
http://healthnewspodcast.com!!
or email us at:!!
healthnews@healthnewspodcast.com!!
The VIP App!
More than ever, it's time to embrace technology. And look at how we can 
communicate with our audience from a completely different perspective. I have 
something brand new to introduce to you. And I'm confident it will absolutely blow 
you away.!!
I'm going to show you how you can effectively use "Google Hangouts On Air" to 
stay in touch with your tribe, and get an attendance rate of at least 83% to show 
up. And even that is being conservative once you understand how this works.To 
Learn more about the VIP App visit us at:!!
http://www.yourcontentbank.com/public/Google-Hangout-and-Webinar-VIP-
App.cfm!!
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